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MONTECRISTI
THE FIRST AND ONLY
AIR COMMUNITY
IN THE CARIBBEAN

DISCOVER

MONTECRISTI
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

As you approach Monte Cristi, Dominican Republic,
the nature around starts to change from tropical
flamboyant to dry and scarse, and your typical
tourist scenario changes to a very local flavor.
In front of miles of a beautiful, untapped, coastline
rises El Morro, a large geological landmark, resembling a large flat pot made of clay.
Montecristi offers its few visitors with pride its
yellow flowers and butterflies, a tranquil environment of fishermen and country people, warm
hospitality and the sunniest, driest climate in the
Dominican Republic

Montecristi was one of the first territories of
America seen and registered by Columbus and
his team. One of the first mentions of the island,
refers to El Morro and its magical surroundings. It
was originally settled by families from the Canary
Islands, and then suffered a series of geopolitical
shifts, until it became officially a Province in 1907.
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It’s located to the North of the Island, to the most
oriental side, for a semiarid enviroment, dry and
windy. Has a traditional big population of goats
and its pintoresque yellow butterfly, which makes
a lovely natural spectacle on your way there. Its
main economical activities are agriculture, fishing
and farming of small cattle. That makes up a
peculiar gastronomical features, tasty and rich.
Montecristi has a beautiful Carnival tradition,
very singular and extraordinarily symbolic.
Magic-religious symbols of purifications, of value,
of machismo, of relations, give a unique identity
to this carnival.
A small town, though very welcoming and quaint,
that will give you a sense of a place that hasn’t
changed much in 125 years.
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From the Intl Airport del Cibao (Santiago) hour and a half
From the Intl Aiport Gregorio Luperon (Pto. Plata) 2 hours and a half
15 to 20 mnts by flight, depending on the aircraft*

For a traveler looking for empty beaches,
a good taste of the local culture and delicious
goat-based cuisine, Monte Cristi becomes a sort
of Secret Mecca available only for those
in the know.
Enjoying a privileged tropical scenario of beautiful,
secretive beaches, without the top dollar cost of
a luxury resort: all for you. Aquatic sports, scuba
diving, fishing town and a lush tropical enviroment, will seduce you to stay off the beaten path
for a little longer.

